
Role of Hierarchy in World Models forLong-Term Prediction
Description
The ability to predict and simulate complex systems over extended time horizons iscrucial in various fields, from climate science to economics to autonomous systems.World models [1, 3, 5] attempt to learn a compact and expressive representationof the environment dynamics from observed data. These models can predict pos-sible future world states as a function of imagined action sequences and are a keyingredient of model-predictive control and model-based reinforcement learning. Wewill investigate a recent hierarchical architecture (under review) developed by ourresearch group that models the world at multiple hierarchies*[4, 2]. The thesis willanswer the question of how many hierarchies are needed to achieve accurate and ef-ficient long-term predictions for sequences of different lengths (up to several 1000timesteps).

Tasks
The primary objectives of this research are as follows:• Extend the current model: Extend the current model with 2 hierarchies to han-dle an arbitrary number of hierarchies.• Evaluate the Impact of Hierarchy: Assess the significance of hierarchy in worldmodels for long-term prediction tasks, focusing on prediction accuracy, com-putational efficiency, and generalization capabilities.• Determine Optimal Hierarchy Levels: Investigate the optimal number of hier-archy levels required to balance prediction accuracy and computational effi-ciency in different domains and scenarios.• Applications in Real-World Problems: Apply hierarchical world models to real-world long-term prediction problems, such as climate modelling, time-seriesforecasting and robotic datasets, to assess their practical utility.• Interpretable Hierarchies: Develop methods to interpret and visualize the la-tent variables within world models, providing insights into their decision-making processes.References
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